PROTECT YOUR LEGACY...AND YOUR FAMILY

Imperial Pools has been a leader in the inground pool industry for over 50 years, with an emphasis on quality and consumer safety. For the continued enjoyment of your backyard swimming experience, please follow the following safety tips:

1. Read Safety Literature including the Association of Pool and Spa Professionals' brochure, “The Sensible Way to Enjoy Your Inground Swimming Pool.”
2. Do Not Allow Diving or Jumping into the pool or running around the pool, and avoid alcohol consumption. The use of diving or sliding equipment can be hazardous. Imperial Pools, Inc. does not recommend the use of these appliances. If used, care should be exercised to use only equipment meeting the recommended safety codes established by the Association of Pool & Spa Professionals.
3. Stay Alert and carefully supervise all the swimmers in your pool—especially small children.
4. Install a Fence to secure your pool from unsupervised and unauthorized use.
5. Use Safety Signs and labels and keep rescue devices nearby, such as life rings or ropes.

Legacy Edition Pools come in several shapes and sizes to fit any backyard style. Don’t see a shape you like? With the design flexibility of steel, you can create your own custom-designed inground pool.
More Family Time – Whether it’s playtime with your children or downtime with your spouse, create connections and memories that last a lifetime.

A Place To Refresh & Relax - For a hot day at home or a hard day at work, a pool is the perfect way to let life’s stresses wash away.

An Entertainment Center Like No Other – A swimming pool is a social magnet and the optimum way to entertain with friends and relatives.

A Healthier Outlook - Swimming is a great exercise for all fitness levels. You can benefit from swimming whether you’re young or old, a dog paddler or competitive athlete. Just 2.5 hours of swimming a week will help you lose weight, tone up, relieve aches and pains, sleep better and have fun in the process.

*Cleveland Clinic/health essentials May 23, 2017/Bone, Muscle and Joint Team

ENTRY SYSTEMS
More than an entrance point, the stair system you select is an integral part of the swimming experience: It can be a gathering or lounge spot, a tanning bed, or a practice area for your kids as they develop their swimming skills, just to name a few. We offer both Legacy Tread-Loc® Step thermoformed options & Legacy Steel and Nexus Steel Stairs.

INTERIOR FINISHES™
Soft to the touch and alluring to the eye, our beautiful interior pool finishes are made of the finest materials and resistant to ultraviolet rays and bacterial growth. They are also far easier to take care of than other pool surfaces, which means less time on maintenance and more time enjoying your pool.

For every taste, Legacy has a perfect Interior Finish™, each pattern custom-manufactured for an exact fit.

Perfection is improving something until it is as flawless as possible.

We have invested in state-of-the-art manufacturing equipment and combined it with time tested sealing methods. This allows us to make an interior pool finish that is as flawless as possible with seams that are less noticeable, strong and water tight!

Our Indoor Pool Finishes™ are the finest made in the market today.

Notice: This brochure is for illustrative purposes only. Imperial Pools makes only those representations which are stated in its written warranties. Any other representations, statements or contacts made by the Certified Legacy Builder and/or the contractor regarding any materials produced by the fabricator are attributable only to the Certified Legacy Builder and/or the contractor. The Certified Legacy Builder or contractor who sells or installs your pool is not an agent or employee of Imperial Pools, Inc. Imperial Pools are intended for private residential use only.

Legacy Edition Pools® and Tread-Loc® Steps are Registered Trademarks of Imperial Pools Inc.® and Saratoga Spa and Bath Co.®

Nexus is a patented feature of Imperial Pools Inc. ©9,080,338 B2, #8,950,155 B2, Additional Patents Pending.

Tread-Loc Stair System of Saratoga Spa and Bath Co.® features patents #5,752,350, #7,040,060 B2, Des. 431,303.
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